Research Strategy Group
Agenda

Tuesday 18th April 2023, 10:00 to 12:00

1. NOTE OF LAST MEETING & MATTERS ARISING
   10:00 to 10:05
   A and B  Closed

2. CONVENER’S UPDATE
   Christina Boswell
   10:05 to 10:15
   ORAL

3. OUTPUTS – EARLY THOUGHTS ON IMPROVING QUALITY
   Laura Jeffery (CAHSS C1), Andy Mount (CSE C2) Stuart Forbes (CMVM C3)
   10:15 to 10:35
   C1 to C3  Closed

4. UNIVERSITY POSTGRAD RESEARCH STUDENT POPULATION – SHAPE AND SIZE
   Antony Maciocia
   10:35 to 10:50
   D  Closed

5. INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE PARTNERSHIP FUND
   Catherine Burns
   10:50– 11:10
   E  Open

6. RESEARCH CULTURES ACTION PLAN -DESIGNING DELIVERY PLAN
   Christina Boswell
   11:10 -11:20
   F  Open

7. SHAPE IN INNOVATION
   Christina Boswell and Anne-Sofie Laegran
   11:20 to 11:40
   G  Open

8. COLLEGE REPORTS
   Laura Jeffery (CAHSS H1); Stuart Forbes (CMVM H2); Andy Mount (CSE oral)
   11:40 to 11:50
   H1 to H2  Closed

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

ITEMS FOR APPROVAL or INFORMATION: 11:50 -12:00
FOR APPROVAL
10. Research Excellence Grant: Strategic Investment Plan
    J  Closed
11. Concordat to Support the Career Development of Researchers - Report and
    Action Plan 2023-2025
    K  Open

FOR INFORMATION
12. Strategic Impact Fund update
    L  Closed
13. Library Research Support report
    M1 & M2  Closed
14. Research Ethics and Integrity Group report
    N  Open
15. Edinburgh Research Office report
    O  Closed
16. Research Grants and Applications update
    P  Closed